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PROBLEMS

.m m.

CE!~!lT

INDUSTRY

'!'he major problem of the cement companies is the matter

of marketing the product in sufficient quantities and at a price
which will return a profit; however, there are some other problems
that are of great interest to the engineers, i.e, the interest in

the economics of cement based largely on its 'effect on the cost of
contemplated structures.
Up to the present time, I am sorry to sa;y",

engineers have

done little toward aiding or demanding their rights in the commercial
cement manufactured by the cement industry.

He is very careful to

grade and test his rock and sand in every way possible; he watches

his c/w ratio closely but this work is all for concrete, he hasn't
t~ought

so much

~bout

the cement; in fact, the engineer writes a

strict specification on everything in the concrete but the cement.
On this he may, or may not, mention the A.S.T.M. specification.

a

gove~ent

If

or state engineer, he sends a sample to his respective

government or state laboratory,. or if he is an engineer in private
practice, or connected with some structure other than government or

state, he sends his

s~le

to a commercial laboratory i f he wants a

test made.
All these laboratories make these tests in the same manner,

for every 200 bbls. of cement a set of briquettes are made t usiDg

one (1) to three (3) mortar .A..S.T.M. specifications, and broke for
tensile strength - in seven (7) and twenty-eight (2a) days.

The cement
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is then tested for ignition loss, sulphux setting time, boil fineness,(some laboratories make compression test) and that is all.

After

they get these accepted tests what have they found out about the

cement?

Very little, if anything.

~ite

often these briquettes are

not even. broken, the pressure added up to the point of A.S.T.M. standards, and the brick taken out and O.K'ed.

The

0/« ratio

worked up by the Cement Association and

A.S.T.M. in itself is a fine thing but of not much use when the test
is made with one brand of cement and then another brand used in the

actual construction of a project.

I mean by this the

A.S.T.~

specifications are so low that some manufa.cturers cando a great

deal more than double this test, but the engineers still specify six

(6) sacks of cement per yard of concrete, or whatever he considers
the cement content should be in a structure.

He is still specifying

by the sack, -regardless of t,~e strength and quality variations in

cement.

If in making a test a high standard cement is used, and

we will say with a c/w ratio of .7, and we obtain a compression
test of six thousand (6,000) lbs. t thts testing being made in a
laboratory·, when the engineer goes out on the job., he allows the

contractor to make his purchase of cement wherever he pleases but
the' contractor is informed that his sand and rock must be so and so,
qUite often condemning a gravel and sand pit· and barring the material

from the job.

If this is done there isn't any

d~bt

but that it was

necessary but the cement 'isn't mentioned as long as it passes the
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A.S.T.M. and in some cases within the last two years, contractors
have been allowed to use cements that do not even come under the

A.S.T.M. specifications and are not even a Portland cement.
But we will say that the request has been made and the

A.S.T.M. standards have been lived up to.

The engineer has known

for some time about the c/w ratio and he understands his A.S.T.M.
specifications.

A.S.T.M. being the one thing he heard a great deal

about in school, and since he has been out he hears A.S.T.M. along

with c/w ratio, especially c/w rati~ and you will quite often hear
the remark from an

engineer-~that

there is very little difference in

cement as long as it passes A.S.T.M.
work on his structure.

Well, he is ready to start

He is very careful to get his cement water

ratio correct and he uses the most accurate method to get his aggre-

gates just right, getting moisture content, etc., but he comes out
with a test of 2500 lbs.

What is wrong?

I will venture to s~ that more than 95~ of the engineers
will dismiss the thought from their mind with the idea that the
gravel and sand has fallen down, but this is not true.

The brand of

cement he has used cannot go over the strength he has obtained in the
field, while in his laboratory tests another brand was used and he
obtained a strength of 6000 lbs. with the same

c/w

ratio.

This is

very misleading to the young engineer, and ofttimes to the practicing

engineer with a great deal of experience behind him, due to the fact

that they have not been educated in cement, all their education being
in the

finishe,d product, 1.,e. cG;ncrete.

The aim, then, of every cement manufacturer is to manufaoture a product of maximum quality at a minimum cost.

The cost is

usually laid down by the management of the c0m.PaDY' based on market
conditions and the manufacturiDg organization must operate for a
quali~y.

consistent with the figure.
A brief outline of the trend of the industry may be of help

in developing the

problem~

that have been made.

as well

~s

explaining some of the solutions

The rotary kiln is the most recent revolutionary

invention pertinent to the

manufa~ure

of Portland cement.

Our inven-

tions have been made from time to time and improvements have been in

operation but for the most part they have been in the strictest sense
developments rather than

revolutiona~ inventions.

~e

same may be

The only invention I think of at this

said of the uses of cement.

time which has materially affected the use of cement has been the
automobile.

The progress in the use of cement then has been largely

one of development and increased spread in the use of preViously

established types of construction.

The advancement of the equipment

and processes of manufacture has been largely developed by the
The rotary kiln has grown from some 60

chemical or plant engineer.

feet in length to 400 ft.

The diameters have been enlarged to the

extent that production has been increased some ten times that of the
60 foot kiln.

same ,extent.

Grinding machinery has been improved to about the

The result is a

ve~

marked effect on the operation of

cement plants, on account of the difference in production per unit of
maehine:q.
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The machine development has been largely accomplished by
the manufacturers of cement making machinery with some slight

borrowing of machinery developed for use in other lines of indus-

try.

A target of quality bas been maintained by the A.S.T.M. for

the machinery manufacturers to meet and they bave for the most

part developed

prod~tion units

which will operate with economy

and yield products exceeding the specifications.

In many cases

they have gone further and improved. some details of the quality of
the cement.

In essentially every case, however, the aim of the

new equipment has been for an increase in strength or for an effect
on the operation cost of some other unit in the plant.
further

notewort~

It is

that these developments have been made more or

less piecemeal and every piece of equipment has been made to fit in
wi th the normal now of the old established order of cement plants.

The capital investment involved in the large production units is
heavy but would be entirely prohibitive if each unit introduced

called for

scr~ping

of the entire plant.

In spite of the fact that the units do not demand the
s~~apping

of the entire plant t the cost has been heavy and most

:managements have felt that they were doing their bit in keeping
up with the times with the purchase and operation of the newly

development equipment.

Research suffered in the cement manufac-

turing organizations on ,this account.

up to, sa:y ten

years ·ago, a chemist was doing his duty

by his organization if he lIlaB11factured a c.ement with 10 to 20 per

cent factor of safety in the matter of the A....S.T.Jl. specifications.
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Plasticity was considerea to some extent and some manufacturers
even went so far as to manufacture special products of this nature.

At this tLme a number of plants had been operating for some time
with large production units.

Many of

these plants were showing

an increase in strength of their product with respect to the cost,
while others preferred to take the entire profit for their own
books, until it was suddenly discovered that cement plants had been
built considerably in excess. from a produotion standpoint. of the
normal consumption of cement.
In other words, a buyer's market had been created and
the idea started to grow that it was not only necessary to meet the
specifications but it was further necessary to create interest to
maintain sales.

As we were still measuriXig the quality of the

cement on a strength basis, the first move was to attempt to in-

crease the strength for the production of a product that would· be
ontstanding,
econo~

eithe~

from the high strength obtainable or the

from a cement factor standpoint of the concrete.

We

.coul~

see that the engineer while favoring concrete construction disapproved of the long,Ctlring. period required.

Finally t as a

development, the High-Early Strength Cements appeared.

Fine

grinding and somewhat harder burning was the basis used for the
manufacture of most of the cements of this type.

The problems

introduced by the former were mechanical. while the latter was one

largelT

concern~

refractories.

Composition tended to higher

lime values but little was actUally known at the start.

Later the
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High Early

on

Strenth Cement_s were cri ticized

account of excessive

heat. of setting and hardening and we began to have a new school of

thought developing in the matter of quality.

This brings us to one of our present greatest problems-namely, a suitable standard of quality, or qualities, for cement.
The investigation which the University of California is now completope~ating

ing is looked to by

cement chemists and engineers with

considerable hope in the matter of at least one type of cement.

These

specifications for the Hoover Dam give us, to a large extent, a basis
of valuing quali ty and will minimize doubts as to the requirements

of

~.satisfacto~ quality.

Since the old specifications have been some-

what discredited, operating ceroont men have wondered what would be
wanted and,

to

some extent, have tried to influence the wants.

The University of California investigation is free from many
problems of a research organization connected with a manufacturing
insti tntion.

Their equipment is small and flexible. . Changes can be

made wi th minimum difficul ty and wi th no operating plant or set of
eqUipment in mind.

Materials

~

be obtained at will and composi-

tions altered to suit the studies in mind.

The operating chemist or

the research engineer connected with an operating organization must

show a profit to his organization to be permitted to continue his

activities.

He

must~

therefor, largely restrict his work to a nature

which will fit wi th his available equipment an.d raw materials or

at least fit them with changes involviug only

min~r capit~

.invest-

ments.
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To illustrate the workings of the generalities so far
outlined, I should like to trace the line of thought in connection
with our problems at Merced., merely to penmit them to be a little
more specific:

During our period of construction it Was realized that in
order to sell cement in the territory we could reach with a
reasonable freight haul we would have to do something to create

interest in the cement.

An advertizing campaign might accomplish

this result but its cost with respect to the profits per unit weight
would likely prove prohibitive.

For this

re~son

it was decided the

best results could be obtained if the interest could be created by
the product i tsal!.

Out~tandi,?€ performance

was of course necessary.

The plant was designed at that time and under construction.

Lctrge

and efficient production units were being put in so that from a
mechanical standpoint it was believed that we would have as modern
equipment as was available on the market.

The matter of limestone

was fairly well determined by the property owned by the company.
This rock was of the'so-called rock nature carrying quite high con-

tents of silica with

re~ect

to the iron and alumina.

A

cl~

of a

sort was a.vailable near the plant.
A survey was made of the cements on the local market and

to some extent the markets of the United

st~s

with the view of

determining at least the popular compositions if not the best.
found as a result that most of the plants had Imlch more alumina
than we would have if only the material from the quarry was used
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We

and somewhat more than if the clay near tIle plant was used.

:FUrther

plant was
inves tigati on disclo sed the fact that the cl~ near the
it for mixsandy and would requi re consi derab le grind ing to prepa re
ing and burni ng.

It was furth er noted that the amount of clay

low.
nece-s sary to mix wi th our avera ge limes tone would be

In view

cemen t.
of these facts we decid ed on the polic y of a high alumi na
of
Inasm uch as a high alumi na cemen t reqUi red the impor tation
ble shoul d
mate rials it was decid ed that as fine a mater ial as possi
be obtai ned to reduc e the strain on the raw mills .

The plant

ed, about 92%
layou t had suffic ientg rindi ng capac ity for, we believ

passi ng the 200 mesh scree n.

It was known that finer grind ing was

wet
benef icial to the react ions in the kiln and believ ed that
grind ing was bette r than dry.

Both opera ting chem ists had been accutomed to an opera tion
mills ,
previ ous to that time where the limit of the raw grind ing
85% passin g
with respe ct to the capac ity of the kilns t was about

200 mesh..

So it was expec ted the addit ional finen ess of raw ma.te rial.

a good boost
toget her with the wet grind ing and mixin g, would give us
resUl ts as
in stren gth but were a little doubt ful of gettin g as good
and wet
we desir ed on the basis of some exper ience with large r units
grind ing.

A.

callo idal elq was final ly adopt ed o~ which some ~

of raw
will pass a 200 mesh scree n.Tn is addit ional finen ess
to at
mate rials we hoped would give enough outsta nding stren gth

least creat e inter est.

e~ec ial~

as the kilns were 240 feet long,

ing mills
prOV iding "good burni ng condi tions , and- tp.e finish grind
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,vere of am:ple capacity to assure cement of a fineness at least

equal to standard ~ractice and considerably higher than most
operations.
TIle cement was somewhat outstanding in performance but
was disappointing as it \vas felt that the

C01IT9any

was not getting

its money's worth in cornparison to the small kiln and small grinding unit production.

Some economies were made in the matter of

labor which compensated for capital investment but that did not
concern us so mtlch as the fact that we had to revise our ideas concerning the importance of raw mill grinding, and to some extent t

general operation.
Finer grinding than was

p~cticed

at that time might be

accolnplished ·by some means but due to the small increase that could

be attributed to that phase of the process, we were inclined to
pass to some other part of the process for the answer.
grinding got its chance; but ',.here

Finish

was developed a limit in the form

of fast sets, gellingt and hot grinding mills.
Composition came in for attention next:
were first put into operation it

not coat very well.

WB.S

When the kilns

realized the composition might

Therefore, to protect a high priced

refracto~

lining, it was decided to add iron to the raw material to aid in
coating the brick.
composition.

Some

6000 barrels of cement were made using this

The iron content, as :ieB03 in clinker t was about 6%_

Eventually this clinker was grOUDi to cement along wi th t he high

eJ.uminous cement without the addition of iron. 'Fiaally, we observed
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that both products gave good early strengths w~ile the clinker With
the iron seemed to be better at the longer time periods.

~le high

alumina cement gave troubles enough to make us wa.."t1t to avoid its use.

The cement gelled, was inclined to want to set fast and did not store
well.

Worle on heat of hydration was not thought of at that time but

there llad been suff~cient evidence to decide to keep the aluxaina to
a minimum value.

We therefore organized with the quarry to supply

a lower lime valued rock so that a minimum of

cl~v.was

necessary.

The iron addition~ we knew. would be too costly for our purposes at

that time.

!he new composition was radically different from that

preViously used as the silica content was raised from 21 to 24 or 25%;
the alumina was reduced from '6 or 7 to

3h

or 4~; the

iron content

was raised only slightly and the lime content was raised 'somewhat;
the magnesia content remained the same.

At this time information

was available on the strJ.cture of the compounds formed by burning

clinker but it was considered mostly in the light of the potential
compound; in other words, it Was assumed that a given set of oxides
would burn to· a given set of

co~ounds

and that the only important

phase was the removal of the free lime and the insoluble material.
An investigation of some of the allied industries, smelting,

glass manufacture, and ceramics indicated the importance of conditions
on the. resulting compounds forming and gave us a rather different

picture of the conditions we were facing

.~

the matter of composition.

Properties ·of glass, we found. were mu.ch more dependent on the .wa;r.
it WaS heated~ the temperatures attained,&nd the time submitted
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to each temperature.

Properties of slags were likewise very

decidedly affected by time and temperature conditions set up in the
kiln.

We reasoned that if the properties of these products were

materially affected by time and temperature and that they contained
about the same oxides as the cement manufacturers must use, they

must follow the same course.

If an improvement in the product waS

desired it might be well to affect the structure of the

cli~rer

from a physical standpoint, either by changing the crystalography
or the chemical composition and still maintain essentially the
same oxide composition.

A basis for a line o£ reasoning to lead to

satisfacto~

conclusions was reached with difficulty, but finally a conception,
new to us at least. of the
us a start.

react~ons

taking place in the kiln gave

It had previously been believed that the order of

reaction in our wet kiln was, first, a period or zone of

~ing

the slurry, then a zone of calcining the limestone to lime, followed by a period of absorbing heat and finally a

mel~ing

of acid

constituents of the mix which would absorb the quick lime previously formed and produce the clinker that was desired.

could be burned, the better, it was believed.
nearer we could

~proach

Tlle hotter it

lie .thought that the

liquid phase, the more complete reaction

we would have and the more potential strength to be gotten out of
the clinker when it was made into concrete.
Several contributing factors upset this theory for us.

Some experiments conducted duriDg the construction period of the
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:plant gave results which were at that time unexolainable and some
~

analytical data previously deter:r.lined from sam.P1es taken from a
kiln Wllich wa.s shut down and allowed to cool during the operation,

gave food for thought.

In addition, references were found showing

that the reaction of lime and silica would take place at a tempera-

ture of 800 0

c.

~is latter fact,' coupled with the knowledge that

ignition loss was present almost to the discharge of the kiln, upset the idea of reaction zones.
The experiments conducted during this time were

~erformed

in an upright kiln, using bars made from the raw materials we
expected to employ later.

The materials were ground in a small

ball mill to 94~ passi!lg the 200 mesh screen and then made into
bars about 10 inches long and It inches square.

T.1:1ese bars were

burned. in the kiln with some success but a large portion of the

clinker thus formed disintegrated.

The disintegration we dismissed

at the time and ascribed it to lining reaction.

did not disintegrate was apparently

boil.

We

Btill~

o~

but

The clinker that

in~

cases did not

attributed the difficulty to lining reaction.

Finally one burn was made and the test finished late in the after·noon.

The kiln was too hot to unload for some time so an iron

plate was put over the staCk to prevent contamination from dirt
and the kiln left till the next morning.

On unloading the clinker

it Was found to be of a brown nature and when ground formed a
highly sati$.facto:ry cement.

The results were attributed to along
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An unsuccessful attempt was r.aade to confirm them,

and soaking heat.

using commercial cement for the raw material and reburning.

Sacks

of several available commercial cements were obtained and 'mixed
with water and made into bars

s~ilar

to those preViously used.

The burning was acco~lished in graphite cru.cibles.

At first

SOlne

difficulty with lining was observed but later the crucibles took

on coating and that difficulty was removed.

We still had trouble

with the boil except in an odd case or two where the clinker was
allowed to remain overnight.

that time did not register.

c.The significance af the result at
We considered the

~esult

a freak af

some sort and blamed the unsoundness onto the hydration reaction
. in making the bars.

We believed that some reaction took place

which put the cement into a state that made recombination to
clinker difficult.

We knew at the time that work on reburning

clinker was being practiced with some degree of success but that
they used fresh clinker and temporarily dismissed the unsoundness.
Several other disconcerting facts presented thems.elves

about this time.

First, the higher limed compositions ground to

satisfactory strengths more rea.dily than the lower limed products.

Visual inspection of the clinker and behavior in the hot zone of
the kiln indicated that the high lime material was not as near to

the slag point as the lower limed materials.
tll~tt

It was further noted

the clinkers made with the minimum of clq groUnd to satis-

faeto·ry' strenghts more readily than those containing a large amount
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of cl~ for the same lime content.

~le better products appeared,

in the kiln, to have less evidence of liquid phase than the more
unsatisfactory products.
Finally, the startling results of the brown
remembered and several

rathe~

cli~~ers

were

disconnected tests were rnade to try

and reproduce the brown materials.
The oxide analysis of the brown material was known to be
the sarne as the black clinker.

more frtable.

Tlle brown materia.4. tended to be

The difference, we then asgumed must be of a
t

structural nature with a possibility of some of the iron being
affected.

Hot clinkEr was quenched with water, the clinkers sub-

sequently dried and ground to cement.

Some good results were ob-

tained but more unsatisfactory results were obtained than good
ones until it was found that the quenching must take place at

high temperatures and the drying must be controlled to keep the

clinker at a very low temperature.
These results finally started us on a lime of thought
that has since become the basic principle of our operation.

~le

old schools of physical chemists taught that some reactions were
reversible and others were not.
reactions are

reversibl~ from

The newer schools teach

tl~t

all

a theoretical standpoint, at least.

'!!he direction of reaction then becomes not a matter of material
present but a matter of the conditions to which these materials
are subjected.

Clinlcer, we found t was not the stable material we
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Several questions are up for ,answer at this t,ime.
most part they have to do with the properties of

&

For the

desirable clinker.

Is it necessary for all Of the material to be crystaUine and of

definite mol,.calar ,c0DI.P0si'tiont

If noto1Ys t alli118. to what extent

should the congealed melts be present!

If these questio11S eould

be definitely answered the problem would b,e rather simple in so'luti.GD as the laws of erystalllzatiQn&re taitly well 8s:tablished.

Heatir~ to proper temperatures will cause melting in eutectic pro-

portions, easily determinable, and controlled cooling may be e~
ployed to produce predetermined proportions of crystal with respect
to congealed melt or glass.
depend on such processes.

simple.

The glass and ceramic industries both
Our problem. however, is not quite so

Firs~ we have no satisfactory way of separating the c~stals

from the melt for analytical purposes or for testing; second, clinker
is not our ultimate

a~

but merely an intermediate step in the pro-

cess of cement manufacture.
Our scheme of working on the problem has set as an eDd

point the cement in concrete.

We have set up two standaxd mixes.

They are made from aggregates screened to clear gradings and tllen

recombined in definite proportions to
mix.

mal~e

a repeatable concrete

One mix employs a cement factor of five sacks per yard and the

other six sacks per yard.
respectively by volume.

The water cement ratios are 1.00 and .8

The compressive strength of 6 x 12 cylin-

ders is used as the final analysis of the quality of the clinker produced.
resul ts.

~11er

specimens are used to some extent for indicative

From this point we work

bac1.~ards

in the manufacture of

cement to the desired point of operation for investigation.
Three types of grinding mills have been employed in the
tests.

A small mill some 12 inches in diameter and 18 inches long

is used for small scale tests.

Most of our laboratory grinding is

done with a mill 24 inches in. internal diam,eter and 30 inches long.
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This mill for some purposes is loaded with varying grinding media
and run various grinding periods but for the most part is operated
on a standard grinding condition of 2000 revolutions at the rate of
33 r.p.m.
operation.

The third mill is a 7 x 26 foot compeb mill of .commercial
~e larger laboratory mdll operated on normal clinker

gives a reference to the operation we may expect for commercial
operation.

Grinding for the period and rate mentioned with a charge

of 750 pounds of 7/8" balls, a clinker charge of 150 pounds, together with a gypsum addition for a suitable sulphur trioxide content gives a strength performance well within experimental error at
the large mill operated on commercial: rate with commercial clinker.
Increases in strength determined in the test mill may be checked
out in the commercial mill and may be used in either of two ways.
The increase in strength of the product may be obtained with the
normal grinding rate, or a product of strength equal to the
previous normal may be obtained at a more rapid rate to Show a
manufacturing profit.

Several hundred laboratory tests have been

checked against a large number of commercial tests to confirm the
accuracy of the scheme as a testing medium.

With a testing rredium

at hand we were then able to go ahead with the clinker.

~e

first

steps were in the nature of elimination contests. The kiln was
first

consider~.

It was assumed that the cooling condition of the

normal rotary cooler would be constant and changes in kiln
operation could be effected and cooled in'the standard way fpr
study.

The old idea of soaking heat led to the belief that a longer
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'burning zone would help.

We realize that hopes along this line were

rather remote as in normal operations we have three

t~~es of fuel,

which. in themsleves, make for different. lengths of burning zone.
Gas burns wfth a short flame close to the discharge of the kiln;
fuel oil, due to its physical. state, atomizes more slowly and makes
a longer flame and powdered coal has a still slower rate of combustion

and ma}ces for still!longer flame.
In view of the fact that other conditions were variable,

some hope was held for a longer flame.
was designed and installed in the kiln.

A burner for this

p~ose

In addition, the feed end

of the kiln was throttled down for better draft control and finally
a ring was installed in the discharge end of the kiln to retain
the clinker in the kiln for a longer time.
The long burning zone and draft control paid from an

economical standpoint. as fuel consumption was somewhat lowered and
refractories for lining burned out more uniformly, but from a
quality standpoint little change was made.

In·a cement operation cooling starts before the material
is discharged from the kiln.

The fuel is admitted throu.gh a small

orifice and spreads to the diameter of the kiln.
~read

the pressure of fuel and

pri~

Durtng this

air introduced, together

with the draft of thekiln t draws the flame back some considerable

distance from the discharge.

As. a result a so-called nose ring

is formed at or about the lower end of the hottest pert of the kiln

~e
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and the distance from the nose ring to the discl~rge of the kiln

is a cooling zone.

~ne position of the nose ring in the kiln is

a function of the type of fuel used and the conditions under which
it is used.

T:ne slower burning of the fuel. the farther back in

the kiln do we find the nose ring.
As

~reviously

noted, the glass maker depends on cooling

rate to prevent crystalization.

He heats his materials until they

are melted, then cools rapidly to prevent crystalization.

If his

material is kept in the plastic state for too long a period of
time, crystallization will start and the glass will devitrify.
Their practice is to cool rapidly, which prevents crystallization,
but at the same time sets up internal strains Wllicl1 are eventually
relieved by annealing.

Common glass melts at about 1100° 0;

it

is cooled rapidly and then annealed and the glass formed into the

desired shapes below 8000

c.

OAt the time we were making the tests on the kiln we
believed that we wanted crystals and not glass in the clinkEr so
we decided that the thing to do was to make the cooling rate slow
for the

~tart

of the reaction and give the crystals time to form.

That was the reason for the discharge baffle.

We believed that

the clinker leaving the burning zone would be subjected to some
heat from the flame even though it had passed the most intense
portion. and further, that the larger mass of clinkEr would cool
slower due to specific heat.Tn.e reasoning was good but the
results in error.

The restriction of the opening at the discharge

of the kiln caused a greater speed of. the incoming secon~J air and
t:he flame was s~ly carried back farther into tIle kiln and the
distance from the nose ring to the discharge was somewhat greater but

the discharge temperature of the clinker was no higher than before.
We then decided to go th;rough the cooling range of clinker.
Tri .... aacium Silicate was assumed by most investigators to be the

most powerful strength producer and, according to Findlay in his
work on the phase rule. this compound is formed only on the cooling
side of the heat system.

He maintains that in the binary system

of lime and silica, when temperature is above 19000 OJ

di-calcium

silica.te and free lime will exist in the -presence of each other,
but that as the temperature is decre~sed below 1900° 0, the lime
goes into combination with the di-calcium silicate to form tIle

Tri-caleium Silicate.

If this is true in the case of the

bi~

system, we assume that it is likely also true in our complex four

or five component system, and that if we wish to get large amounts
of tricalcium silicate in the resultant cement we will have to con-

trol the cooling to give time for the completion of the reaction and
also to prevent reversion to some undesirable compound which would
impair the quality of the resultant clinker.
A method of determining the tricalcium silicate present
was not aTailable and, so far as we know now, authorities are not

agreed on a satisfactory determination.

Free lime is assumed to be

indi,cative so we used that determination and depended on strength
for the res.t.

If th.8 strengths were gOQd we gave tricalcium silicate
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in proper form the credit and if not, we tried to account for the
result in some other

w~.

TIle range of tests made consti tuted taking clinJ.cer from

as far back in the kiln as feasible in order to get it as hot
as possible and cooling

~apidly

with air or water, and finally

going to the other extreme of cooling the clinker slowly.
slow cooling was accomnlished in

a~

insulated iron box.

iron box, 3 feet cube, was partly filled with clinker.

The
A large

A

smaller iron box was then put inside the larger and surrounded
with hot clinker.

~e

inner box was filled with hot clinker and

covered with an iron lid and then covered with more hot clinker.
All of these tests were conducted in parallel with the samples
from the rotary'cooler taken concurrently.

The slowly cooled

IIla.terial outperformed the rapidly cooled.

Our direction was

established.
!he next move was to try for slower cooling still.
Insulat ion at the higher temperatures

sidered.

W8JS

not to be seriously con-

We therefore undertook to cool slower by

inco~orating

fuels with the clinker and here we regan to get worth while results.

Along wi th the worth while resul ts J however t

01lr

problems increased.

A possibility of an outstanding product was in evidence but its
application was a source requiring lots of work and analysis.
We soon found that the process

Was

not fool proof.

On

numerous G.ccasions the clinkers prepared under this scheme of

cooling in the presence of a fuel were actually toughened to the
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tile coolin[~, the better tlle restl1ts wO"Ll_d be.

·:rJ.1is "las a,cco~1l'Jlislled

by oIJeratil1g the lciln in a differen.t rnanner to discr.l.arge tIle clin:~ers

at a rnore l'a;pid rate

B.."1d

tllUS bring the 110t lnaterial fro:-.~ t11e bl.r.-

ing zo:ne of tIle kiln to tl:e COlldition of treatrne!lt quiclr:er.
I,a,ter we fOTu."'1cl tr~t tl1e reducirJ€ condi tion V~t?.. S of more

im90rtance tl1an tIle rate of coolinls, or

perl~ps

cooling less essential.

~e

Clicl:ers could

quite

the presence of a reducing agent providing the

:'TIade tl_8 rate of
r~9iQly

cooled in

te~erature

of

starting the reaction was high enough.
Several experimental devices were ado:pted to affect tl1.e
cooling rate of tile clinker and also to

~provi(le

condition for cooling the clinker.

one o·ctstanding feature of

~1e

for a reducing

the tests Was a demonstration of the fact that the starting temperature 11M. to be high for S1.1ccessful resul ts.

The storage tirl1e

was quite iUlportant if no red-acing agent·was used but, with an
inco~cration

of ruel, could be cut dowa to a minimum of thirty

minutes to one hour.

that our

cOL~ercial

On the basis of

~uch

results it was believed

clinker cooler cOlud be converted into a

device for treating clinker.•

A stack was nrovided at the discharge end of tIle treater
..i:

and the feed hood was

rebui~to

provide for a burner for reheating

and introduction of the reducing agent and the entire cylinder.
lined with fire brick.
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\i ·C:1 tllis setlllJ we could practice ou.r scheme in several

ways.

~1e

clinker could be reheated with a short

s~~py

close to the feed end of the treater and then as it
tr~ough

fire

~assed

down

the rotating cylinder it underwent a coolinP' nrocess in
'--'

g~ses.

tile presence of the effluent
controlled for a

mini~~

of

o~gen

In this case the

.a..

fl~ne

in the effluent gases.

was

A second

variation consisted in operatins the kiln in a manner to discharge
clinker as hot as possible, then introducing it into the treater
and subjecting it to a decidedly reducing

fl~~e.

Little reheating

was effected in this case; the entire process depended on controlled cooling.

In the third case a ,colnbination

of

reheating and

reducing was practiced with a hot snappy fire for the reheating and the
addition of solid fuels (coal and coke) for the refruction.
All of the schemes were successful when practiced llilder
certain conditions of temperature with respect
composition.

'~o

oxide or potential

We did find. however, that different compositions

required different treatment.

We have been successful in determing

a treatillent for the range of compositions likely to be rnanufactured

at

our plant which will give an increase of some 30% in grindability

from a strength standpoint.

commercially worth while.
have a long
cess.

Wa;{

to go.

This, in itself, will luake the process

From an investigator's stan~point, we still

We have not determined the limit of the pro-

We beli'eve that the grindabili ty t with pronertreatment t can

be effected mu.ch more than we have been able to do so far.
Our program for the immediate future has not been definite-

p~e
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ly charted as re~~ts of commercial tests runs are still incomnlete
~

When they are c0II91eted we know thfl,t tllere will be many pertinent

We ra~tller expect

questions to answer and many -problems to solve.

to follow two general lines.

structure of the clinker.
al"e

ma1~ing

We wish to assemble some data on the

If possible, we wish to l{now whether we

a more or less cyrstal11ne urod_uct.

We wish to deter-

mine the points of combination and. recombination on the cooling
side of the reaction with
~lrrent

Bureau of

re~ect

to temperature.

literature on clinkers is rather confusing.

S~andards

and

th~

~le

Oement Association, together with

some other research organizations, propound the theory, with
supporting evidence, that normal burning to essentially no free
lime gives a group of rather definite compounds.

If this is

true, then our process is likely one of maintaining the liquid
phase for

a~onger

larger crystals.

period and permitting the compounds to form

Reduction of iron, prOVided it is not carried

too far, lowers the melting'point and is inclined to speed

co~

binations of oxides such as we have in cement.
On the other hand, we "have reports of other investiga-

tors in the literature who admit the possibility of the compounds
usually considered in cement clinker but believe that they are
only party formed on account of the cooling rate and that the
remainder are in the clinker in the form of a super-cooled liqUid

or glass.

If this is true, then likaly our process is one of

.

annealing or devitrification.

Mr. Dahl, of California Portland

Cernent Company, and lAr. Colony. of Columbia University, have ~pre

sented considerable evidence in favor of this theory.
Wet therefore, no"vv have as a primary ;?roblem, the decision

as to w}lich theory to use as a basis for

reaso~ing.

We shall

likely have to work from both for a time and select the one giving
best practical regults regardless of accuracy.but nevertheless we
have been able to reach strength that a few years ago was unthought

of.

The City of San Francisco has

l~d

some problems on

their Hetch Het'chy water project in their tunnel work that are

probably different and handled differently than in any other part
of the world.

While excavating this tunnel 'they ran into some

ground that seemed to creep as soon as it was exposed to the air.
However, I don't believe it has ever been definitely decided
whether or not the air caused this moment.

At any rate, this

ground would continue to creep. crushing all the timber and mak;ing it necessary to not only remove and replace the timber t but

excavate again.

It was thought if this ground could be sealed

wi th a material that would reach a strength of 2000 lbs. within

a few 'hours after placing, this slipping might be stopped.
The ground is noW being gupported by the use of Gunite
mortar, made with one part Yo semite IIOnedaylt cement and three

parts sand.

(~ecifications for

with strength test curves.)

this mix will be found on page

This Gtmite is placed fouteen
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inches thick on the circular walls of the tunnel and within two

to tlLree inches of the face of the heading.

After placing this

Gunite they are able to blast for their continuous work in three
hours time, regardless of the fact, as mentioned above, the face
of the heading is only approximately two inches frorn tl1e finisr.Led

Gunite work.
In building the Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco,
construction of which has just started, it was necessary to move
a sea wall out into the ocean several feet.

It was first thought

and designed that a protecting wall would necessarily have to be
constructed in order to protect the new wall during its con-

struction.

A portion of this wall was built between tides using

Yosemite f'Onedayll cement as an experiment.

This experiment

proved a success, eliminating the necessity of the building of
a protective wall that would have cost several thousand dollars.
This sea wall is of stone masonry, the mortar mix being a
one to three wi th a small amount of calcium chloride and as sm.ll
a quantity of water as possible for a workable mix.

In the trial test the mortar had approximately two
hours setting time before the waves started pounding on it.

The

waves were of such tremendous strength and magnitude that they
left rock on top of the wall of a size one man could hardly lift t
but the mortar held perfectly and the constru.ction of this wall

is in progress at the present time.
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